Hi everyone! This is the AskAnnie Podcast horse girl reviews on products you use!
We want to know more about you, our listeners! Check out the show notes for a quick listener survey!
Here it is, the second part of my holiday gift guide, featuring products I’ve reviewed over the past year!
In Episode 51, I shared products that would be perfect gifts for your horse and as promised, this week is
all about gifts that you, or the equestrian in your life, can enjoy! Let’s dive into past episodes to learn
more!
First, Episode 28, all the way back in January, featured my go-to riding boots, the Heritage Breeze Lace
Paddock Boot by Ariat. These boots sport multiple design features to ensure comfort in and out of the
saddle. Plus, tune in to hear a unique way that I tested the washable feature of these boots.
Next, lets take a look at Episode 32 in which I reviewed the WEATHERBEETA Therapy-Tec Dog Bed and
Dog Coat. These two products not only helped my pup recover after a hard day’s work, but also looked
stylish and sleek in my home.
The Trailer Aid I reviewed in Episode 40 is next up on the gift guide. As I explained in the episode, this is
a product that I always have on hand, but hope to never have to use. In my review of the Trailer Aid, I
found how user friendly this tire changing tool is. Listen to hear about the unique situation we found
ourselves in when we finally needed to use it.
Episode 43 features the next product on this gift guide, the SmartCanine™ Skin & Coat Soft Chews. This
product was simple to order and passed my picky pup’s taste test.
Next up are four products that I reviewed from YETI; the Rambler® 10 oz. Tumbler with MagSlider™ Lid
and Roadie® 24 Hard Cooler with Roadie 24 Seat Cushion. When I reviewed these four products, all
featured in Episode 45, I found how seamlessly they fit into my equestrian life with their use of
advanced technology to ensure elite function yet stress-free care.
Last on my equestrian gift guide is the YETI Fully-Loaded Bucket featured in Episode 46. The YETI FullyLoaded Bucket is comprised of four unique products:
•
•
•
•

LoadOut® 5-Gallon Bucket
LoadOut Lid
LoadOut Utility Gear Belt
LoadOut Caddy

These products all work together to form a multipurpose, durable, and compact tool.
Tune into each episode for more information on all of these products and to learn where to find them!
Next up, I have a special treat. I was fortunate to interview four individuals from across the horse
product spectrum to learn more about their products and the logistics behind producing them. These
four episodes are packed with information about the horse products we may use everyday!
Many equestrians, including me, grew up using the original Mane 'n Tail by Straight Arrow; it has been a
staple in the equestrian industry since its launch in 1970. In Episode 34, I visited with owner and
president of Straight Arrow, Devon B. Katzev, who now runs the family business that his parents started.

In Episode 41 I had the opportunity to interview Russell Mueller, the Equine Product Line Manager with
Cargill Animal Nutrition in Episode 41. In this conversation, Russell gives an inside look into the release
of Nutrena® Empower® Digestive Balance.
Episode 49 features my conversation with Hemp Horse Gold's Katie McNeal. We discuss the driving
force, and sweet story, behind starting Hemp Horse Gold, the benefits of using CBD products in horses,
and what makes this product unique.
Most recently, I spoke with Tribute Equine Nutrition's Dr. Nicole Rambo on Episode 50. We discuss her
journey to Tribute Equine Nutrition, as well as the new product release of Wholesome Blends. Dr.
Rambo gives an inside look at what went into launching this feed and why it's a valuable resource to
horse owners.
There you have it! Gift ideas for the equestrian in your life, plus some informative listening to take you
through the holidays. Again, for more information on the products and individuals I interviewed, please
tune into each individual episode. The AskAnnie Podcast will be taking a holiday break over the month
of January and come back in full force with season 2 in February. I hope you all have a wonderful holiday
season and a happy new year!
Don’t forget to take our listener survey in the show notes!
Thanks for tuning in! learn more about the AskAnnie podcast by following us on Facebook and
Instagram @askanniepodcast. Have a suggestion for a product you’d like me to use in an upcoming
episode? Email me at askanniepodcast@gmail.com or leave a comment on any of our social media
pages. Find even more AskAnnie episodes anywhere you listen to podcasts including spotify, apple
podcasts, youtube and many more! The AskAnnie Podcast is a production of the Equine Podcast
Network an entity of Active Interest Media and the Equine Network.

